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SPUMCO!
Corey Stulce talks to  comic 
book artist/anim ator/guru 
Jim  Smith from Spum co
comics.
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Professor and former senator Paul Simon visits 
Edwardsville campus on behalf of student leadership
■ BY REBECCA HOPKINS
EDITOR IN CHIEF
Former senator (and now Professor at SIUC) 
Paul Simon came to SIUE on Tuesday to deliver a 
talk about leadership for the Student Leadership 
Development Program (SLDP). Before he went to 
the podium, he made a point of greeting everyone 
in the front row with a warm, firm handshake and 
calling him or her by name. Maybe he was playing 
the quintessential politician, but he had a way of 
zeroing in on the individual. Short in stature with 
a smooth, ruddy complexion, bright blue eyes 
behind trademark horn-rimmed glasses and his 
ever-present bow tie, Simon entered the room qui­
etly, yet, everyone was as aware of his presence as 
if he’d come in waving a banner.
Simon opened his speech by telling his audi­
ence that none of us could define leadership care­
fully, but we know it when we see it.
“When I talk to chambers of commerce, or 
groups like that, I tell them that there are three 
things you need to move ahead,” Simon said. “I 
think this is true for individuals as well as com­
munities. One is to work hard, two is to be creative 
and three is be willing to risk.”
Simon said that to lead simply to get recogni­
tion would not give a person much satisfaction.
Rebecca Hopkins/Alestle
Pictured from left to right are Suzanne Kutterer-Siburt, 
Sen. Paul Simon, Dean Sharon Hahs, Chancellor’s Assistant 
Jim Klenke and Jeanne Hurley Simon.
What really gives satisfaction, he-said, is helping others. He cited an 
example of this by using an incident from a Special Olympics where 
nine young retarded people were racing in the 50-yard dash. A boy stum­
bled and fell and the other eight stopped to help him up and joined arms 
to walk to the finish line.
“I think we can learn a lesson,” Simon said. “We should join arms and
work together to build a better society.”
Often during his speech, he used examples 
from his many years in government service to 
bring home a point. He said the lack of leadership 
in our country was leading us to a culture 
of pandering.
“I cannot imagine today an administration of 
either political party proposing a major program 
without taking a poll, and then if they find it’s not 
popular, going ahead with it,” Simon said. “And 
then I cannot imagine an opposition party not try­
ing to take advantage of a very unpopular stand. 
We have become excessively partisan. Most prob­
lems are nuts and bolts problems that we ought to 
be facing together and not dividing ourselves 
along partisan lines. One of the things w e’re not 
doing in the nation as we should be is 
facing problems.
“We have problems here at home and we ought 
to be reaching out across the borders of race, eth­
nic background, religion, sexual orientation and 
whatever divides us and we have to work togeth­
er. Leaders ought to do that,” Simon said.
Before opening the remaining time for ques­
tions from the audience, Simon summed up his 
speech by urging volunteerism to build leadership 
skills.
“People who bring people together can change 
history,” he said.
see SIMON, page 6
Parking woes at Tower Lake
■ By LEAH HOLBROOK
STAFF REPORTER
University Housing facilities management is 
working on a way to create a clearer form of com­
munication with the Tower Lake residents about 
parking lot reservations.
Tower Lake residents complained in August 
that they were inconvenienced by late warnings of 
parking lot renovations in lots 4C and 4D. The 
lots were to be renovated in the central island area 
on Aug. 13 at 7 a.m. Bob Vanzo, director of 
administrative services, said the miscommunica- 
tion began with the contractor, Hurst-Rosche, not 
following the proper procedure of alerting the 
university for the need to close a lot.
Vanzo said the miscommunication with Hurst- 
Rosche was resolved two weeks prior to the date 
of the lot closing. Bob Legate, coordinator of uni­
versity housing facilities management, said 
memos were placed on each resident’s door 
on Aug. 7.
“The contractor will continue to install con­
crete curbing along the parking parameters on the 
400 side,” Legate said in the Aug. 7 memo. “In 
parking lots 4C and 4D, the contractor will need 
to barricade the center island areas in an effort to 
gain complete access for reworking of this area. 
Vehicles should not park in the center island part 
of lot 4C and 4D from August 7 until the parking 
lots are repaved.
However, Darla Coleman, a resident of Tower
Lake, said she never received a memo on her 
door.
“Memos on doors are not effective enough, 
because children can take them from the doors,” 
Coleman said.
Legate said he thinks that a part of the resi­
dents agitation comes from the lack of work done 
on the lots on Aug. 13. Vanzo said that the con­
tractor moved slow due to inclement weather con­
ditions this summer and tenants assumed the 
work was canceled.
Gary Cook, a resident of Tower Lake, said he 
received a notice about one week prior to the lots 
closing. Cook also said that he received a phone 
call between 1 a.m. and 2 a.m. on Aug 13 from the 
campus police about the lots being closed at 7 
a.m. Captain Frank Harrison, campus police, said 
flyers were put on cars and phone calls began at 3 
p.m. on Aug. 12 to warn all residents to 
move cars.
Harrison said the calls continued until every­
one was reached. Cook said he never received a 
phone call before 1 a.m. Cook said he felt the 
phone call was an inconvenience and that the mis­
communication occurred between the contractor 
and the university.
Legate said further miscommunication occurs 
when the resident’s of Tower Lake move barri­
cades to remove their care from the lots, and then 
fail to restore the barricades so other residents 
will know the lots are closed.
see PARKING, page 6
America reads
■ BY LEAH HOLBROOK
STAFF REPORTER
Southern Illinois University (SIU) President, Ted Sanders, recently 
signed SIU as one of the first 10 educational institutions in the United 
States to participate in President Clinton’s “America Reads” program.
After Congress increased the 1998 financial year Federal Work 
Study (FWS) Award, President Clinton proposed that nearly half of 
those funds be used to pay reading tutors in the “America Reads” pro­
gram. Therefore , advancing the “America Reads” goal that every 
American child should be able to read on his or her own by the 
third grade.
“Today I’m happy to announce that 20 of our nation’s leading col­
lege presidents, from San Francisco to Texas to Southern Illinois, are 
unleashing the energy and enthusiasm of their students to help every 
8-year-old learn to read,” Clinton said.
SIUE was allocated a $70,000 increase in FWS funds which will be 
used for the “America Reads” program. Director of Student financial 
Aid (SFA) at SIUE, Marian Smithson, said this is the first time she has 
seen such a big jump in the funds allocated for FWS. Assistant 
Director of SFA, Sally Mullen, said the “America Reads” program at 
SIUE will be able to support about 25 Students per academic year.
“The students can earn money to help pay tuition, gain work expe­
rience and provide a community service, “ Smithson said.
Interested students must be FWS eligible. Associate Dean of the 
School of Education, Don Baden said 12 students were accepted into 
the program last week and will begin training soon. Mullen said stu­
dents will work 15 hours a week, and will be paid as regular student 
employees. All student tutors will be paid $6.00 an hour.
see READING, page 6
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Campus news and information
Twelve short courses will be offered during September by the Small Business 
Development Center at SIUE. The following classes will be offered at the Center, in 
University Park, Room 1132:
How to Develop a Business Plan, Woman Entrepreneur Training, How to Start a 
Business, How to Create a Business, Sales Tax Seminar, Small Business Tax Issues, 
High Tech/High Return Marketing, Pricing your Products and Services Profitably, 
Financing your Business, How to Develop a Business Plan, and Accounting and Records 
for Small Businesses. For dates, times and fees, call Jane Bagent at 692-2929.
On Tuesday, Sept. 9, University Center Board will sponsor its first UCB Soup and 
Substance for the year in the Cahokia Room in the lower level of the UC at noon.
The Good Buy Bookshop will be open on Sept. 10 and 11 at 11 a.m. The Bookshop 
is located in Room LL0012 in the Lovejoy Library.
The next meeting of the Student Senate will be held on Friday, Sept. 12, at 2:30 p.m. 
in the International Room of the University Center.
The Office of Continuing Education will be offering the following courses at SIUE:
Beginning Sign Language will be taught using the principles of American Sign 
Language. The class will meet on Tuesdays from Sept. 2 to Nov. 18 from 6 to 9 p.m. in 
the Peck Building, Room 3311. The fee is $79.
News from the
Chancellor David Werner has announced that he will not be continuing Nancy 
Belck’s tradition of daily walks. He does, however, wish to continue the open commu­
nications that marked her tenure as chancellor. Werner will be hosting periodic brown 
bad lunches for up to ten faculty, staff, and students who wish to have the opportunity to 
raise questions or discuss issues. You may call the chancellor’s office at 2475 to sign up 
for lunch. Those who have matters to bring to my attention that are not appropriate for 
that format may call for an individual appointment. Others may find e-mai (dwem- 
er@siue.edu) or notes to be a preferable and quicker way to bring an issue to his atten­
tion.
Interior Decorating will offer the basics of good interior design. Two of the five ses­
sions will be held off campus. Class is held on Tuesdays from Sept. 30 to Nov. 4 from 
6:30 to 8:30 p.m. in the Peck Building, Room 2410. The fee is $49.
Meditation and Guided Imagery Techniques for Stress Reduction will be offered on 
Mondays from Sept. 8-29, at 7-8:30 p.m. This class is designed to enhance concentra­
tion, reduce stress, develop discipline and promote physical health. Class will be held in 
the Peck Bldg in Room 2417 and the fee is $45.
Relationships 101 is for men, women, single, partnered, or divorced who want to 
develop skills needed to build happy and healthy relationships. Mondays, Sept. 15 and 
22, at 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. in the Peck Bldg, Room 2414. Fee is $28.
Discover yourself Using Enneagram Basics combines insights of communication the­
ory with those of modem psychology and ancient prophecies. Sept. 26, 6:30 to 9 p.m. 
and Sept. 27, 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m., Bldg II Room 2049. Fee is $48.
Managing Stress and Anxiety will be held on Sept. 29 and Oct. 6, from 6:30 to 8:30 
p.m. in the Peck Bldg, Room 2414. Fee is $28
Assertiveness Training will be held on Oct. 20 and 27, 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. in the Peck 
Bldg, Room 2414. Fee is $28.
Energy Dynamics Training will be held on Tuesdays from Oct. 20 to Nov. 10 from 7 
to 8:30 p.m. in the Peck Bldg, Room 2411. Fee is $45.
Additional information is available by calling the Office of Continuing Education at 
618-692-3210. Insufficient enrollment will be cause for class cancellation.
administration
Vice Chancellor for Administration Kenn Neher has announced that the civil defense 
sirens will be tested on Sept. 9 at 10 a.m. The civil defense system is designed to provide 
warning of an impending emergency, such as a tornado or national attack. Sirens can be 
expected to produce a long, wavering intermittent sound both inside and outside univer­
sity buildings. The test will last approximately three minutes.
The purpose of this test is to ensure that the system is functional as well as to famil­
iarize you with the sound of the sirens. Testing will be conducted in accordance with 
applicable state regulations. Questions may be directed to Jack Butler at extension 2999.
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K  Giant City State Park Campout
Depart SIUE at 5pm on Friday, return Sunday at 
5 pm. Sign up now in Kimmel Leadership Center 
Call Rich at 692-5611 with questions
UNIVERSITY CENTER BOARD
Tuesday, September 9th
UCB Soup and Substance Presents... 
Choosing a Major: How and when 
to do it.
Facilitated by Bill Hendy, Assistant 
Director of Academic Advising 
from noon-1 pm 
Cahokia room, UC 
Free soup provided by University 
Center Dinning Services
v f —\ -------
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Wednesday, September 10th
UCB Center Stage Presents...
SIUE jazz Combo 
in the Goshen Lounge, UC 
from 12pm - 1 pm
Tickets on Sale Now at Union Station for
Madding Crowd on September 18 
$2 for students, faculty, $3 General Public 
Cardinals Baseball Game on September 16th 
$5 for everyone




The Rape And Violence End Now program of St Louis is approach­
ing its twentieth year of reform for male abusers. The program focus­
es mainly on domestic violence and marital rape offenders who feel a 
sense of loss due to their abusive behavior. Mark Moloney, the 
Executive Director of the program feels the parameters for the pro­
gram are definite.
“Our mission is to provide programs that challenge and teach men 
to be nonviolent, assume personal responsibility, and behave respect­
fully,” Moloney said. However the program also covers such topics as: 
m asculinity and gender, nonviolence planning, relationships, 
and parenting.
RAVEN originated in the St. Louis area in 1978. Fifty percent of 
RAVEN members are referred from the courts as a sentence. Other 
members have been given a mandate from their partners to either get 
help or get out. Moloney feels confident the program works.
“A third of our staff are former program members,” Moloney said, 
“the dropout rate from our program has dropped to twenty-five per­
cent.” Along with RAVEN, Moloney said there are forty other organi­
zations across the country dedicated to reforming abusive males. 
However, the rate across the nation of men who complete the program 
is at eight percent, with a one percent mark of those who actually stay 
nonviolent.
Moloney hopes the program can help to educate men on all aspects 
of rape and abuse. RAVEN is reaching out to young adults by giving 
informational presentations at high schools in the St. Louis area. 
Moloney recently spoke at St. Louis University on the topics of, power 
and control, coercion, and the “date rape” drug Rohypnol. He believes 
university students are an important audience, but he is targeting 
younger audiences focusing mainly on high schools.
RAVEN invites all people to go check out their services. They offer 
weekly classes and groups for men seeking change, and partners are 
welcome. Anyone wishing to volunteer must contact RAVEN at 
(314)645-2492. Or visit them at 7314 Manchester in St. Louis, Mo.
Get Into It!!!! With UCB
Become part of the programming team. 
Call 692-3372 for more information 
UCB Hotline (618) 692-3372
editorial
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What happens in your life 
that really hacks you off?
Got an opinion 
you want to share?
Just plain mad?
Tell it to the
A le s i le
Who wants voluntary 
standardized tests?
Our geese are not 
the migratory kind
I am intrigued by the caption you placed under the cover photo of 
Canada geese on page one of the Tuesday, Aug. 26, issue. The photo 
shows the geese in one of their usual places, near the pond between 
Campus Drive and the Peck Building. The caption reads, “Just like the 
students, the Canadian geese make their appearance every fall on the 
SIUE campus during their migration.” I believe you should reconsid­
er your metaphor.
These are giant Canadas, half-wild, non-migratory geese. Not only 
do these particular geese not migrate from the far North to the deep 
South as do other Canadas, they never go anywhere, except Tower 
Lake near the Heating and Cooling Plant where the water is a constant 
temperature and the ice never forms in winter, and perhaps a nearby 
cornfield if they are really hungry. Otherwise, they are state geese, liv­
ing very well on grass and other plants growing on campus and rapid­
ly multiplying, hoggishly happy to feed and breed here.
Given these facts, and the implications of the metaphor, perhaps 
you should reconsider another approach to caption writing.
Fred W. Robbins 
Associate Professor 
Dept, of English Language and Literature
WASHINGTON (AP) —  It sounds like a no- 
brainer or, more appropriately, a brainer —  a stan­
dard national test to determine how well school­
children read in the fourth grade and handle mathe­
matics in the eighth. After all, as President Clinton 
said, words and numbers don’t vary from state 
to state.
But his campaign for standardized testing in 
1999, voluntary although he wants it to become uni­
versal, is headed for a political collision with con­
gressional Republicans who want to stop spending 
on the project.
Polls show overwhelming support for the goal of 
national standards, and solid backing for Clinton’s 
program. That consensus is not reflected in 
Congress, or in the statehouses. Six states and 15 
major school districts have signed up for the 1999 
testing. The American Federation of Teachers says 
another 12 probably will join.
But the opposition is powerful, and not all 
Republican.
“Conservatives are opposed to anything that has 
‘national’ in it and liberals are opposed to anything 
that has ‘testing’ in it,” said Bill Bennett, the former 
secretary of education, who favors the idea but not 
Clinton’s proposed execution of it.
The liberal concern is that standardized tests will 
be unfair to minority children in poor school dis­
tricts. Conservatives insist that school oversight 
belongs with local and state governments, not 
Washington.
“This is not a federal government power grab,” 
Clinton said. “It’s a question of whether there 
should be national standards.”
That doesn’t convince Republicans such as Rep. 
William F. Goodling of Pennsylvania, chairman of 
the House education committee. He is sponsoring 
legislation to bar further spending on the Clinton 
program, which includes an offer of federal financ­
ing for the first round of tests.
So far, the administration is proceeding on its 
own authority; GOP critics say Congress should 
consider the idea and rule on it.
Bennett said he is for voluntary national testing, 
but not Clinton’s way. He said the administration 
has summoned the usual suspects from the educa­
tion establishment to draft the tests, instead of turn­
ing to a bipartisan outside panel to decide what chil­
dren should be expected to know.
“This approach won’t work, and Congress is 
going to vote it down,” Bennett said in a television 
interview. “This is going to be moot.”
Clinton set the goal in his State of the Union 
address last February. “We must begin a national 
crusade for education standards,” he said. The pres­
ident has been urging it upon state legislatures and 
governors, claiming a growing national consensus 
for the effort and saying that about 20 percent of 
U.S. school pupils will be tested in the states and 
districts already on board.
But he also has complained that too many gover­
nors —  32 are Republicans —  have been dragging 
their feet about national standards. The governors 
have set a two-year deadline for the creation of 
goals in each state and for tests to determine 
whether they are being met.
“Reading is reading and math is math,” Clinton 
said as he began his effort to get national standards. 
“No school board is in charge of algebra, and no 
state legislature can enact the law of physics. And it 
is time we started acting the way we should.”
But Republican opponents see the Clinton plan 
as a step toward federal control of schools. Other 
critics, Bennett among them, say Clinton has politi­
cized the whole idea by having his administration 
decide how the tests will be written and what they 
will require. Bennett said that could lead to fuzzy, 
oddball approaches to learning.
The idea of national standards and testing didn’t 
start with Clinton; indeed, his Republican predeces­
sor suggested tests for high school students. George 
Bush dropped it when there were complaints about 
fairness, costs and federal intrusions.
Now, with education a likely issue in the 1998 
election campaigns, the Republican push is for 
school choice measures that would permit parents to 
use vouchers or get tax breaks to help cover the cost 
of sending their children to private schools. Clinton 
opposes that as a threat to the public school system. 
That idea, like his for testing, gets majority support 
in the polls.
Clinton said six months ago that he was trying to 
“create a climate in which no one can say no” to 
national standards and tests.
Letters to the editor policy:
The editors, s ta ff and publishers of the 
Alestle believe in the free exchange of 
ideas, concerns and opinions and will pub­
lish as many letters to the editor as pos­
sible. All letters should be typed and dou- 
ble-spaced and be no longer than 500 
words. Please include your phone number, 
signature and social security number.
We reserve the right to edit letters for 
grammar and content. However, great 
care will be taken to ensure that the mes­
sage of the letter is not lost or altered.
Letters to the editor will not be printed 
anonymously except under extreme cir­
cum stances.
The Alestle is a member of the Illinois 
College Press Association.
The name A lestle  is an acronym 
derived from the names o f the three 
campus locations o f SIUE: Alton, East
tion, call (618) 692-3528.
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Promiscuity and disease
The dangers are real for college-age adults
■ DANIELLE BELTON
NEWS REPORTER
The spread of STDs (sexually transmitted dis­
eases) on SIUE’s campus is low, but still a threat to 
area students. Many cases possibly go unreported or 
unacknowledged by the carrier, and some students 
do not practice safe sex methods regularly.
“I think that they (students) just don’t know the 
risks out there, until it happens to them; they think 
that nothing is going to happen to them,” said a 
senior sorority member who requested that her 
name be withheld.
According to 3M Pharmaceuticals, which is a 
major part of the STD Market Public Awareness 
Program, only about one in 500 college students 
will become infected with HIV (the virus that caus­
es AIDS) during their college years. Despite this 
low number, they still warn that risky sexual behav­
ior will increase the chance of one contacting the 
AIDS virus. This behavior also increases the 
chances of contracting other STDs like vaginitis 
(the infection of a woman’s vagina) and'hepatitis B.
“The state mandates we do the test (for STDs) on 
students, though incidents are low here,” SIUE 
Medical Director Dr. Lee Johnson said.”
SIUE has a very low STD rate that has not 
increased very much over many years. Johnson 
cites that reasons for this low rate are quite possibly 
that many of the students here are from rural areas 
where there isn’t much spread of disease due to 
small populations. According to Johnson, schools in 
urban areas, or urban areas in general, would have 
more problems with STDs than rural ones.
“We don’t have a lot of repeaters. Very seldom 
do we have to treat someone more
than once,” SIUE Director o f Health Services 
Claretha Bryant said.
Bryant, who is a registered nurse that’s been with 
the university since 1982, believes that although our 
rate of STDs is “not at all high,” students still face 
problems with the diseases.
“They (STDs) are low but it would depend on the 
crowd you’re with,” Bryant said.
Some students on campus agreed with this state­
ment, also believing that alcohol and promiscuity 
played major roles in the spreading of 
these diseases.
“With all the promiscuity going on the campus 
they couldn’t be aware of the dangers of STDs or 
they just don’t care,” SIUE senior, Brian Stemmons 
said. “They have the ‘this can’t happen to 
me’ attitude.”
Stemmons, a health education major to graduate 
in the winter, believes that many students aren’t 
informed about these dangers and are reckless in 
their behavior. He feels he cannot completely con­
demn them because he has faults of his own.
“I like condoms and they are necessary, but do I 
use them?” Stemmons said; “yes, but not all the 
time.”
He replied that the reason for this was being 
‘caught up in the moment.’ Other students, who 
requested their names to be withheld, had similar 
reasons. Though all of them were aware of the dan­
gers, most complained that they did not like wear­
ing a condom, or that it was uncomfortable. Some 
even went as far as stating specific types, such as 
how ribbed condoms, “do nothing for them.”
“I don’t like using condoms,” one female sorori­
ty member said, “No one likes using them, but you 
have to. Nobody uses a condom on oral sex no mat-
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ter how much they (experts, doctors) say use it.”
As for promiscuity, one student claimed that “he preyed on the 
weak.” In other words, like many older male students, he pursued 
female freshman students due to their lack of experience with college 
life and the men at the this university. Others mentioned that many stu­
dents were sleeping with the same person, not realizing that this per­
son was promiscuous, thus, continuing the spread of diseases across 
campus.
“You know that they’re not going to make any attempt to stop 
spreading the problem,” SIUE Medical Director Lee Johnson said.
According to Johnson, who’s been with SIUE for a year now and is 
SIUE’s first Medical Director in several years, he had a male patient 
that had contracted genital warts from sex. After being told to tell all 
of his partners of his infection, he replied that he couldn’t because that 
would ruin all his chances at “conquest.”
To help combat these problems, Health Services offers such pro­
grams as their condom dispensing, free HIV screenings with the 
Madison County AIDS Awareness Program, and all other forms of 
STD testing. Health Services also has many helpful pamphlets and 
information on STDs, and will also answer any student’s questions 
about them. They supply condoms and education for students that 
come in with these problems.
“We can do any test a student may be interested in,” Bryant said.
As of the fiscal year 1996-97, there were 580 female pelvic exams 
done on this campus. In 278 of these cases the patient had some sort 
of infection, but of those, they were mostly yeast infections. Some 318 
females were screened for VD (venereal disease). According to 
Johnson, most infections he treated were non-sexually related, such as 
yeast infections, but there were five cases of warts and two cases of 
gonorrhea documented. Some diseases like gonorrhea and HIV can be 
dormant for long periods of time before a carrier has any real symp­
toms, so many students could be carrying the disease and not 
realize it.
“(Students) think they’re immortal and they think that nothing is 
going to happen to them,” Johnson said.
STDs are diseases caused by germs and viruses and spread by sex­
ual activity. Possibly through oral, anal, and vaginal sex. They are 
known for inhabiting warm, moist areas, such as the mouth, rectum, 
and the sex organs (the penis, vagina, vulva, and testes). Some of the 
most common STDs found on this campus are venereal warts, herpes, 
chlamydia, and gonorrhea. There are over 26 types of sexually trans­
mitted diseases. Many of them are painful, most can be treated with 
antibiotics, and many are life threatening.
Though Johnson and Bryant agreed that SIUE does not have some 
of the same high rates of infection as some more urban colleges do, 
such as University of Southern California and the University of 
California at Los Angeles, SIUE students should still practice the 
safest sex possible and get tested if they have any doubts.
Health Services can supply treatment and medicine to treatable 
infections through the pharmacy, whether prescribed by a doctor here 
or outside of SIUE. They also encourage students to come in to be test­
ed and receive this treatment. Bryant cautioned that diseases, such as 
hepatitis A and B, could be transmitted from a shared razor, tooth­
brush, or other contact, not just sexual contact. Other infections could 
also be avoided by using good hygiene.
Still, despite all this information some wonder if all the pamphlets 
and booklets will really touch students on campus.
“Everyone should have to take Health 201,” Stemmons said, who 
believes that although information is available through Health 
Services, many students won’t take advantage of it. “They have it (the 
information), but how many people will actually use it?”
Correction
In the Back to School Survival Guide, the Alestle 
referred to the new fraternity, Phi Kappa Psi, as 
being a member of the International Panhellenic 
Council when it should have read InterFraternity 
Council. The Alestle regrets the error.
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Get AT&T One Rate. FREE. 
And don’t w o rry  about the time o r the distance.
If you live off campus, choose AT&T Long Distance and sign up for AT&T 
O ne Rate. Free. You'll also get a free one-year m em bership to  Student 
Advantage®—the largest s tuden t discount program ever.
• AT&T O ne Rate: only 15^ a m inute on calls from hom e—to  anybody, 
anytime, anywhere in the  U.S.
• Student Advantage: use your card to  get special offers and up to  50% off 
every day at thousands of your favorite neighborhood places and national 
sponsors— like Kinko's® Tower Records® and Amtrakf
L iv e  o ff campus? G e t  A T & T  O n e  R a te  
and a S tu d e n t A d va n ta g e  m e m b e rsh ip . FREE.
C a l l  1 - 8 0 0 - 8 7 8 - 3 8 7 2
o r  v i s i t  w w w . a t t . c o m / c o l l e g e / n p . h t m l
I t ’ s a l l  w i t h i n  y o u r  r e a c h .
f r e e
f r o m
A T & T
Student Advantage offer valid for AT&T Residential Long Distance customers. ©  1997 AT&T
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Mass communications students 
win second place in national public
relations contest
■  DANIELLE BELTON
NEWS REPORTER
Two SIUE students were runners-up in the 
NATPE Educational Foundation 1997 Student 
PSA Contest. The contest was a scholarship com­
petition, with racism and religious tolerance as 
it’s themes.
Amber Zumalt and Ian Leith received $500 
prizes as well as matching prize money for the 
university’s Mass Communication department.
Both were students in SIUE professor, Patrick 
Murphy’s, video production class. As an assign­
ment, Murphy had all his students join in teams of
two to produce a 30-second public service 
announcement on video. Eight videos were pro­
duced, and the students voted on which videos 
were the best. That video was then entered into 
the contest.
“It gave them an actual place where they would 
be able to send their work where it could be used,” 
Murphy said.
The video Zumalt and Leith put together was 
described as extremely creative by Murphy. The 
award seemed to please both the department and 
the two students alike.
“A real feather in our caps,” Murphy said.
Parking-
from page 1
Coleman and Cook said they were agitated 
because the lots were not even worked on the next 
day. Vanzo said the procedure for notification of 
closing a parking lot has been revised, and there 
should be no further miscommunications as long as 
the contractor complies. Vanzo and Legate held a 
meeting this week with the contractor to discuss 
duties, time line and the communication process.
Vanzo said he is working on creating a clear link 
of communication with the students and that a post­
ing of lot closures are also listed on a web-site and 
through e-mail notices.
Harrison said no cars were towed from lots 4C 
and 4D on Aug. 13. Vanzo said only a few cars have




Please Be Riuare of the Rdmissions 
Policies for ALL Late Night Dances Held at 
the Uniuersity Center:
A valid SIUE ID, as verified by a University ID Card Reader
or
A valid, current college ID. The student must register giving name, 
institution, &/or Social Security Number or college ID Number.
or
SIUE Alumni ID, with additional photo ID.
or
Photo ID with proof of 18 years of age, escorted by a current SIUE student 
(one guest per student). The SIUE student must register his/her guest at 
the door. Registration includes name of guest, address, or name, 
institution, &/or Social Security Number or College ID Number. 
Sponsoring group is allowed TWO guests per member, who must register.
For further information, call the Kimmel Leadership Center at (618) 692-2686, or stop 
by the office on the first floor of the University Center
SIMON ---------------------------------
from page 1
Simon was not without a sense of humor. While answering a ques­
tion about political campaigning, he related a story of a man in 
Chicago who told Simon that he disagreed with him on every issue but 
that he trusted him and was going to vote for him.
Simon believes that people don’t want pandering. The public wants 
its officials to be honest with them.
“It is my experience that if politicians stand up and say what they 
believe, people appreciate it,” Simon said. “Even though they may be 
temporarily hostile at what you have to say.”
After he finished taking questions, Simon politely and patiently 
posed for pictures and signed autographs while visiting easily with the 
people eager to talk to him.
Simon joined the faculty of SIUC in 1997, just weeks after retiring 
from the U. S. Senate. He and his wife, Jeanne, make their home in 
Makanda, IL., which is near the Carbondale campus. Simon is also the 
founder and director of the Public Policy Institute at the Carbondale 
campus and has plans to expand some of the programs to involve the 
Edwardsville campus.
been towed this summer during the parking lot ren­
ovations. SIUE attempts to notify all students of 
closed lots, and SIUE has paid for the towing of cars 
that were parked unintentionally in closed lots by 
students that could not be reached.
Legate said he is dedicated to creating a respon­
sive team at the university housing facilities, and as 
part of that commitment new work orders are being 
created with surveys for the tenants to fill out when 
maintenance is provided to their homes. Legate said 
if residents have any questions about the procedures 




The tutoring will take place 
at hawthome Elementary and 
Lansdowne Community Center 
in East St. Louis. Smithson said 
the average age of the children 
being tutored will be from 6 to 
12 years old. Tutors will work 
one on one or sometimes in a 
small group setting.
Training for the tutors will 
begin on September 8. 
Training is being provided by 
Steve Barrett, a doctoral stu­
dent from the University of 
Missouri, Columbia. SIUE
well provide transportation to 
all of the FWS “America 
Reads” tutors departing at 2:45 
p.m. and returning at 6:00 p.m.
Baden said in addition to the 
FWS for the “America Reads” 
program some students may be 
eligible for “Americorp credit.” 
If student tutors complete 900 
hours of service in two years 
they may be eligible for an 
education award of $2,362. 
Also, Baden said participation 
in this program will look great
o n
Know your world, 
Read the Alestle
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The Freshman Record is a student produced publication filled with in-depth profiles o f var­
ious campus departments, student activities and 
organizations and information about the 
Edwardsville area. It also has photographs of incom­
ing freshmen students.
F or those individuals who have already reserved a copy or would like to purchase a copy for 
$4.95, the Freshman Record is available in the Office 
of Student Publications on the second floor o f the 
University Center.
The Freshman Record.
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I R E N T  A  V A N
Monday Noon thru 
Friday Noon
/1  to 4 Day Van Rental Available 
Call Friday 2 pm 
..for Last Minute Bargin Prices on 
all vehicles
1 5%
c  Awe d iscount
a A V C  per day
e u W A C t U S V llL E /C . lE N  C A R n U H  
C H R Y S L E R  • D O D G E  • PLYM O UTH
3333 South Hwy 1S9«Glfln Carbon 
Across (ram Cottonwood Plaza 
Call Rental j o
692-7386
Back to School 
SALE 1
Sept. 5th - 6th 
25% - 40% off all hair 
and skin products
College Days: Monday - Wednesday - Friday 
30% off any services performed *
* w ith C o lle g e  ID
Call about our special package 
prices.
Hair - Skin - Nails - M assage
Blends Hair Care Center 
124 N. Main St. 
Edwardsville, IL 62025 
(618) 656-3717 
Jake Aumann, Owner
MEN IN BUCK ™  S T 0F THE SaUSun Mat Too
I 7:00. 9:30 Sat/Sun mat, 2:00 J j |  PICTURE PERFECT^ ^  JPG-13^
f  * !• T - ■ .»1 T , ‘ todö» 1 I -i f 1
MIMIC R
I 5:00, 7:30, 9:50 Sal/Sun mat. 2:30
Gl JANE R
4:00,7:00,9:45 Sat/Sun mat. 1:15
EXCESS BAGAGE pg-13
1 4;15 6:45, 9:15 Sat/Sun mat. 1:45
HOODLUM R
5:00,7:45,10:10 Sat/Sun mat. 2:45
AIR FORCE ONE r
I  4:30,7:15,10:00 Sat/Sun mat. 1:30
MONEY TALKS PG-13
4:45, 7:15. 9:30 Sat/Sun mat. 2:15
BATMAN & ROBIN PG-13 
1 7:00,9:45 Sat/Sun Mat. 1:30,4:15 |
AIR FORCE ONE R
4:00,7:00,9:50 Sat/Sun mat. 1:00
|  CON-AIR R
I  7:15,9:50 Sat/Sun Mat. 2:00,4:30 §
CONSPIRACY THEORY r
|  4:30,7:15,10:00 Sat/Sun mat. 1:30 §
I OUT TO SEA PG-13 1
I  6:45,9:10 Sat/Sun Mat. 1:45,4:00 §
PICTURE PERFECT PG-13 |
|  4:15,6:45,9:15 Sat/Sun mat. 1:45
[ ----------------------------
i  EXCESS BAGAGE PG-13
m  4:00,6:45,9:30 Sat/Sun mat. 1:30
AIR FORCE ONE R
4:30, 7:30,10:00 Sat/Sun mat. 2:00
! 4:15^7:00,9:45 Sat/Sun mat. 1:45
FIRE DOWN BELOW R
4:15,7:00,9:45 Sat/Sun mat. 1:15 i
CampusCt
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNl
For more information call the Information Office .1
Sunday, September 7
Sorority Rush
Flag Football - Intramural, 1:00PM
IM Field, Campus Recreation
Team Fee $20.00/Forfeit Fee $20.00
UCB Weekend Campout to Giant City State Park, return
morning
Giant City State Park, University Center Board
Sunday, September 14
Canoe Float Trip. 8:00AM - 7:00PM 
$40.00 per couple
Volleyball - SIUE vs. Northern Kentucky. 12:00 Noon 
Athletics






Student Fitness Center, Campus Recreation
Aqua Exercise, 5:30PM - 6:30PM 
: VC Pool 
$10.00
Woman Entrepreneur Training Program Course 900/Session 
12, 6:30PM - 9:30PM
University Park Room 1132, Small Business Development 
Center
$225 includes four textbooks
Monday. September 15
Rock the Block Party, 11:30AM - 1:30PM
UC Center Court, Dining Services
Woman Entrepreneur Training Program Course 900/Session
12, 6:30PM - 9:30PM
University Park Room 1132, Small Business Development 
Center
$225 includes four textbooks 
Co-Rec Volleyball - Intramural, 7:00PM 
Student Fitness Center, Campus Recreation 
Team Fee $20.00/Forfeit Fee $20.00
\Monday, September 22
Woman Entrepreneur Training Program Course 900/Session 
12, 6.30PM - 9:30PM
University Park Room 1132, Small Business Development 
Center
$225 includes four textbooks
Sunday, September 28
Family Weekend
The University Collects II 
University Center Art Gallery, Art Gallery
Seventh Annual SIUE Pow Wow
Women’s Tennis - SIUE vs. Saint Joseph’s, TBA 
TBA
Punt, Pass, & Kick - Intramural, 1:00PM 
IM Field, Campus Recreation
Monday, September 29
Homecoming
The University Collects II
University Center*Art Gallery, Art Gallery
Tuesday. September 9
Sorority Rush
Tour-de-Cougar, Student Fitness Center, Campus Recreation 
SIUE Business Hour (IMAGE Presentations). 11:00AM - 
12:15PM, Computer Lab, Career Development Center,
Student Leadership Development Program, School of 
Business
Soup & Substance. 12:00 Noon
Cahokia Room, University Center Board
SLDP Module, 2:00PM, Mississippi/Illinois Room, Student
Leadership Development Program
SLDP Module, 6:30PM, Mississippi/Illinois Room, Student
Leadership Development Program
How To Start A Business Course 620/Session 3,6:30PM -
9:30PM




lota Phi Theta Week
SIUE Business Hour (IMAGE Presentations). 11:00AM - 12:15PM 
Bldg. II Rm 2211, Career Development Center, Student 
Leadership Development Program, School of Business 
SLDP Module, 2:00PM, Mississippi/Illinois Room, Student 
Leadership Development Program 
SLDP Module, 6:30PM
Mississippi/Illinois Rm„ Student Leadership Development Prog. 
How To Start A Business Course 620/Session 3,6:30PM - 
9:30PM
University Park Room 1132, Small Business Development Center 
$60.00 includes textbook
Co-Rec Volleyball - Intramural, 7:00PM, Student Fitness Center,
Campus Recreation, Team Fee $20.00/Forfeit Fee $20.00
SIUE Night at the Ball Park, 7:00PM
Bush Stadium, University Center Board, Students/FacuIty/Staff -
$3.50
Tuesday, September 23
The University Collects II, University Center Art Gallery 
SIUE Business Hour (IMAGE Presentations), 11:00AM - 
12:15PM, Computer Lab, Career Development Center, 
Student Leadership Development Program, School of Bus. 
Soup & Substance, 12:00 Noon 
Cahokia Room, University Center Board 
SLDP Module, 2:00PM
Mississippi/Illinois Rm., Student Leadership Development 
Program
SLDP Module, 6:30PM, Mississippi/Illinois Room, Student 
Leadership Development Program 
How To Start A Business Course 620/Session 3, 6:30PM - 
9:30PM, University Park Room 1132, Small Business 
Development Center, $60.00 includes textbook
Tuesday, September 30
Homecoming
The University Collects II 
University Center Art Gallery, Art Gallery
SIUE Business Hour (Image Presentations), 11:00AM - 
12:15PM
TBA, Career Development Center, Student Leadership 
Development Program, School of Business
SLDP Module, 2:00PM




Tour-de-Cougar, Student Fitness Cer 
Mexican Fiesta, 10:30AM - 2:00PM, 
UCB Center Stage - Jazz Combo, 12 
Goshen Lounge, University Center E 
Just the Weigh You Are, 2 30PM • 3 
Seven Habits of Highly Effective Pec 
Mary Rust. 4:00PM - 6:30PM 
Using Computers In A Small Busine 
6:30PM - 9:30PM 
University Park Room 1132 Small f 
Center, $30.00
Co-Rec Volleyball, 7:00PM, Student
Wednesday, September 17
lota Phi Theta Week 
Livewire Wednesdays, 11:30AM 
Morris Quadrangle/Goshen Lounge 
Seven Habits of Highly Effective Pe< 
Mary Rust, 4:00PM - 6:30PM 
Pricing Your Products & Services F 
810/Session 1, 6:30PM - 9:30PM 
University Park Room 1132, Small 
Center 
$50.00
Financing Your Business Course 53 
9:30PM
University Park Room 1132, Small 
$50.00 includes textbook
Wednesday, September 24
The University Collects II 
University Center Art Gallery, Art Ga
UCB Center Stage - Marshal Arts D< 
Goshen Lounge, University Center E
Pathways to Harmony, 4:00PM -(6:1
Seven Habits of Highly Effective Pet 
Rast. 4:00 PM - 6:30 PM
Financial Wellness, 2:30PM • 3:30P 
Wellness Center
SLDP Module, 6:30PM 
Mississippi/Illinois Room, Student I 
Program
Accounting & Records For Small Bi 
503/Session 1.6:30PM-9:30PM 







Performing at the Red Sea 
Thurs., Sept. 4, Schwag & 
Typewriter Band. On Fri., Sept. 5 
Reggae at Will takes the stage. 
Located at 6511 Delmar in the 
U. City Loop. 314-863-0099.
Galaxy
The Galaxy features Reel Big 
Fish Mon., Sept 8, with The 
Aquabats & Kara’s Flowers.
Doors open at 7:30. $10 flat. 
314-231-2404.
Broadway Oyster Bar
Featured M on., Sept. 8 the 
Soulard Blues Band. Sun., Sept. 
14 the Bad Livers perform.




Funny Bone Comedy Club. 1-270 
& Page, features acts at 8:30 
p.m. Wed. - Thurs., 8:30 & 10:45 
p.m. Fri., 7:30 & 10 p.m. & mid­
night Sat., and 8 p.m. Sun. 
(except as noted) $6 - $13. 314- 
469-6692. Sept. 4 - 7: Louis 
Johnson with Craig Hawksley.
Bissell Mansion
Dial H for Homicide is performed 
through Nov. 2 at the Bissell 
Mansion Dinner Theatre. 4426 
Randall. Performances are at 7 




Dave’s Cappuccino, 115 N. Bluff 
in Collinsville, III., holds an open 
mike for singer - songwriters at 9 
p.m.each Thurs. Dave Lindsay
hosts. 618-344-5282.
Divinity
Divinity, 5801 Janet, St. Louis, 
holds an African Roots &




The Gallery, Hwy. 159, 
Edwardsville, poetry slam/singer 
songwriter showcase each 
Monday. Call 618-659-0506.
Stagger Inn ... Again
104 E. Vandalia in Edwardsville, 
III., holds open mike nights to 
music, comedy and p o e t r y  from 
9 p.m. - 1 a.m. Sun & Wea- 
618-656-4221.
SPECIAL E V fH S
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University Center Art Gallery, Art Gallery 
: Sorority Rush
5 5 5 5




renter Campus Recreation m Tour-de-Cougar 
S  uc centir Ct. Dug Setv. s t ll ie „ ,  fjtness Center. Campus Recreation
12:00 Noon 
t  Board
• 330PM, Wellness Center 
>eople ■ Doug Eder and
mess Course 553/Session 1,
ill Business Development
mt Fitness Center, $20.00
Thursday, September 18
|  iota Phi Theta Week
1 How To Develop A Business Plan Course 715/Session 3, 
6:30PM • 9:30PM
University Park Room 1132. Small Business Development 
Center
$60.00 includes textbook
' Pilobolus Too, 7:30PM 
CBT, Arts and Issues
$5.00 Students/General Admission $12.00
Comedy Troop - Madding Crowd, 8:00PM, Cougar Den, 
University Board
ige. University Center Board 
people • Doug Eder and
s Profitably Course I
all Business Development
'533/Session 1,6:30PM - 
all Business Development Ctr
: Gallery
¡Demo, 12:00 Noon 
er Board
le - Doug Eder & Mary
mt Leadership Development
II Business Course 
all Business Development
Thursday, September 25
The University Collects II 
University Center Art Gallery, Art Gallery
The Wellness Way to Cooking, 2:30PM - 3:30PM 
Wellness Center, $23.00 Students/$30.00 Employees
How To Develop A Business Plan Course 715/Session 3, 
6.30PM - 9:30PM
University Park Room 1132, Small Business Development 
Center, $60.00 includes textbook
Western Day, 10:30AM - 2:00PM 
UC Center Court, Dining Services
Friday, September 5
Last day to add a class with a permit; last day to withdraw with­
out receiving a grade; last day for total refund of tuition and 
fees last day to pay tuition and fees for students registering 
: after August 15 CLASSES DROPPED AFTER THIS DATE WILL 
NOT REDUCE OR CANCEL TUITION AND FEES LIABILITY.
: Off the Rack
I University Center Art Gallery, Art Gallery 
| Sorority Rush
1 Finance Board Meeting. 2:30PM - 5:00PM 
1 International Room, Student Government 
| UCB Weekend Campout to Giant City State Park, 5:00PM 
| Giant City State Park, University Center Board
Friday. September 12
Second installment payment due.
| Sorority Rush 
| Tour-de-Cougar
v Student Fitness Center, Campus Recreation 
I  Student Senate Meeting, 2:30PM - 5:00PM 
Goshen Lounge & International Room, Student Government 
Men's Soccer - SIUE vs. Western Illinois, 7:00PM 
Athletics
I  Volleyball - SIUE vs. Northwood. 7:30PM, Athletics
Friday, September^
lota Phi Theta Week
Finance Board Meeting, 2:30PM - 5:00PM 
International Room, Student Government
UCB 4th Annual Campout, 6:30PM
Tower Lake Recreation Area, University Center Board




The University Collects II. University Center Art Gallery  ̂
Racquetball - Intramural, Vadalabene Center, Campus Rec. 
Indoor Tennis - Intramural 
Student Fitness Center, Campus Recreation 
Revealing and Containing through Art Therapy. PTSD, 
Creativity and Recovery - Guest Speaker Ellen Speert.
7:00PM - 9;00PM
Building III Room 3200. Student Art Therapy Association 
Student Senate Meeting, 2:30PM - 5:00PM 
Goshen Lounge & International Room, Student Government 
Men's Soccer - SIUE vs. Northern Kentucky. 7 :00PM,Athletics 
Wind Symphony Concert. 7:30PM 
CBT, Music Department, $2.00 Students
Saturday, September 6
Weekend classes begin
Action! Days Volunteer Service Drnn„ m
! Day of Caring. Student Leadership Development Program 
How To Develop A Business Plan Course 710/Session 2. 
8.00AM - 12:30PM. University Park Room 1132, SmaH 
Business Developmenf Center $60 00 includes lertt>ook 
Soccer - Intramural. 10:00AM. IM Field. Campus Recreation 
f Team Fee $20.00/Forteit Fee $20.00 
I Annual IHP Fall Picnic for New & Continuing International 
I  Students, 12:30PM
< SIUE Recreation Area. International Student Services 
I  Sorority Rush
UCB Weekend Campout to Giant City State Park,Giant City 
1 State Park. University Center Board
Saturday. September 13
1 Sorority Rush
I How To Develop A Business Plan Course 710/Session 2, 
8:00AM - 12:30PM
University Park Room 1132, Small Business Development 
Center
$60.00 includes textbook 
Habitat for Humanity, 8:00AM - 12:00PM 
Student Leadership Development Program 
|  Women s Soccer - SIUE vs. Wlsconsin-Parkslde, 1:00PM 
Athletics
Volleyball - SIUE vs. Bellarmine, 2:00PM 
Athletics
Saturday. September 20
UCB 4th Annual Campout
American Red Cross Lifeguard Challenge, 9:00AM - 1:00PM 
VC Pool
$30.00 Students/$40.00 All Others




The University Collects II
University Center Art Gallery, Art Gallery
Seventh Annual SIUE Pow Wow
Revealing and Containing through Art Therapy; PTSD,
Creativity and Recovery - Guest Speaker Ellen Speert,
9:00AM -12:00 Noon
Building III Room 3200, Student Art Therapy Association 
Men's Soccer - SIUE vs. lUPU-Ft. Wayne, 7:00PM 
Athletics
Webster University
The Conservatory of Theatre 
Arts at Webster University will 
open its 1997 - 98 season with 
f the premiere of Lori McKelvey's 
1 musical “Camlla,” the true story
* of a love affair that changed 
l Argentina. “Camila” will be pre­
sented Oct 1 - 5 and Oct. 8 - 12 
in the Loretto-Hilton Center's 
Studio Theatre. $6, general pub­
lic. $3, senior adults and stu- 
, dents from other schools, 
k 314-968-7128.
Arts & Issues
The Arts & Issues Series has
received a $2000 grant from the 
Edwardsville Target store to sup­
port the Oct. 2 - 3 performances 
of “Smoke on the Mountain,” a 
lively musical to be staged by the 
’r Arkansas Repertory Theatre as 
 ̂ Part of the Arts & Issues season. 
Call Rich Walker, 618-692-2626.
Christian Student 
Fellowship
r The Christian Student Fellowship
1 holds Worship and Praise ser-
■ vices each Sunday evening in the 
lower level of the Tower Lake 
, Commons at 6:15 p.m. On Friday 
n'ghts at the LeClaire Christian 
Church in Edwardsville there is a 
Friday Night Fellowship at 6 p.m.
L io n s
CHOICE
ROAST BEEF SANDWICHES









$5.50 per hour and up
Apply in Person: 
2386 Troy Road 
Edwardsville, IL 62025
692-1069
BUILDING SERVICES ASSISTANT 
Part-time Positions
Local Edwardsville employer currently hiring for 
Building Services Assistant. Two positions-Qualified 
candidates need to be available M-F, 7:00 am - 1:00 pm 
or 4:00 pm - 8:00 pm, with extra hours available. 
Limited benefits available: Paid time off, Like insur­
ance, and 401 K.
Duties: General office maintenance and cleaning, 
grounds maintenance, deliver supplies and use of hand
tools.
Please contact: Tina Paschedag 
Florists’ Mutual Insurance Company 
500 St. Louis Street 
Edwardsville, IL 62025
* -------  618-656-4240, ext. 157.
I N S I K A N i  I E-mail:employment@plantnet.com.
m
FI P R IS TS
Enjoy a full dinner for $1, live 
music, student-led devotions. 
Call Tony at 618-344-8910 or 
Jeremy at 618-659-4864.
Nursing Picnic
SIUE School of Nursing holds an 
Alumni Picnic Sat., Oct 4 at the 
Tower Lake Recreation Area on 
the SIUE campus. Bring your 
family and join alumni, faculty 
and undergraduate students for 
food, scheduled activities and 
games. Cost for picnic is $7 for 
alumni, $6 for students and $5
for children under age 12. No 
charge for children three or 
under. Free admission to the 
SIUE homecoming soccer game 
at 4 p.m. to those attending the 
SIUE School of Nursing picnic. 
R.S.V.P. by Mon. Sept. 29 at 618- 
692-3956.
SLILAG Film Festival
The SLILAG Film Festival 
Sept. 4 -1 1  at the Tivoli Theatre in 




Now honoring prescriptions written by outside physi­
cians for SIUE students, faculty and staff for drugs 
normally stocked in the Health Service pharmacy
A valid SIUE ID must be presented to the Health 
Service pharmacist.
Immunizations
Just a reminder to all new and transfer students, don’t 
forget to turn in your immunization records before 
your semester grace period expires.
Eliminate being placed on medical hold!
Health Service Hours:
Monday - Friday 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
Extended hours on Monday and Thursdays until 
6:30 p.m. for turning in records and setting up 
appointments only! 
For assistance or appointments call 692-2842
Who Said It? / 
What Movie?
“You’re a little mon­
key woman, aren’t 
you?”
(Hint: Mr. Bill) 
Answer on Thursday
44 sjBifioug s jnjg ¿i{£„ ut (insnpq 
uijOf) sjnjg 9:/v f  st£opsjnm
Em Office 
Top Fim
1. G.I. Jane $10.1
2. Money Talks $9.5
3. Air Force One $8.1
4. Hoodlum $7.8
5. Conspiracy $6.8
(All figures in millions)
H t
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R A V fS
■  By COREY STULCE
LIFESTYLE EDITOR
What an eventful weekend. 
Not only did we get to watch as 
A m erica's lamest celebrities 
appeared on the umpteenth Jerry 
Lewis telethon, (I was hoping 
Jerry would get smashed this year 
in the middle of the night and 
drag out the corpse of Dean 
Martin for a duet) but the world 
lost an icon.
Sure, everyone’s probably sick 
o f the coverage, but hey, this is 
what you people thrive on, so it’s 
going to be the top story for the 
next few months.
The thing everyone is waiting 
for is the pictures. I don’t care 
how many rolls o f film the 
French police confiscated, there 
are going to be some gruesome 
pictures available for the ghouls 
to gawk at.
I know I won’t be the first to 
say it, but the whole thing reeks 
of conspiracy.
“I saw that Mel Gibson/Julia 
Roberts movie last week and 
thought it was kind of lame, now 
I’ll have to go back for a second 
watch and look for clues.
The really scary thing is that 
someone famous and supposedly 
powerful can be wiped clean if 
certain people don’t like the life 
she is leading.
People disappear and die 
everyday, who’s to say that some­
one didn’t get rid of the young 
Princess.
It’s no wonder the “X-Files” is 
as popular as it is, people are bit­
ing their nails wondering what 
the powers that be are really 
capable of.
If there was evidence that 
something was rotten in the royal 
family, do you think the general 
public would hear about it?
No way, Buster Brown. I’m 
just going to start watching what 
I say and do, because I don’t want 
to end up with one of the most 
watched funerals in history. See SPUMCO, page 12
■  By COREY STULCE
LIFESTYLE EDITOR
Talking to Jim Smith is a very 
relaxing occurrence. He speaks 
with a sugary Southern drawl, 
reminiscence of Billy Bob 
Thornton’s “Carl” or that nice 
uncle who likes to build bird 
houses and always has pepper­
mint candy in his pocket.
All those thoughts go away 
when Smith starts talking about 
his work. Bugging eyes, flatu­
lence, crusty nipples and bodily 
functions. No, he’s not an HMO 
physician, he’s a comic book 
artist/animator/guru for the com­
pany called Spumco.
Smith along with his cohort 
John Krifalusi worked on the 
original version of “Ren and 
Stimpy,” until they were asked to 
resign by Nickelodeon.
“I didn’t want to leave, we 
were invited to leave,” Smith 
said. “They ordered us to volun­
teer to leave. It was pretty trau­
matic. The whole place went into 
a
major upheaval.”
Smith said the first few years 
after “Ren and Stimpy” were 
used we were just trying to make 
new things happen. Spumco was 
the result.
The company has given life to 
the peacock on NBC and created 
a ground-breaking drawn/ com­
puter/live action video for Bjork. 
They also produce a comic book 
for Dark Horse and a wacky line 
of toys.
They recently designed some 
creepily realistic Three Stooges 
dolls. Smith had a hard time 
deciding on his favorite 
Stooge, though.
“It’s different every week. [I] 
always like Curly, then Larry 
started doing some really cool 
shit. Nowadays, I’m discovering
Above: Jim Smith, one of the 
co-founders of Spumco (a 
comic book, animation, toy, 
and mayhem factory) is sur­
rounded by a group of the 
companies characters.
Right: Jim Smith created an 
original sketch of his work for 
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■  By COREY STULCE
I.IFESTYLE EDITOR
After singing “The Monster 
Mash” over a thousand times, 
chances are Bobby “Boris” 
Pickett would be a little tired of 
the 1960s Halloween ditty, but 
he’s not.
Of course, he has occupied 
himself with other things over the 
years like writing a play and 
appearing on television and film 
in movies like, well, “Monster 
Mash: The Movie.”
Pickett gave himself the nick­
name “Boris” because of the 
Boris Karloff impersonation he 
does in the song. He will be per­
forming the classic hit and sign­
ing autographs Thursday through 
Saturday at the Darkness Haunted 
Theme Park at the old Welsh 
Baby Carriage Factory.
Don’t let dollar signs leave 
you blinded for a scam
Do you need experience working with consumers who 
are Ml or DD?
Human Support Services is hiring in their Community 
Support Network Residential program. Wee need 
patient, caring, and hardworking and open minded work­
ers.
We require driver’s license, and 21 years of age. Must 
have experience in this field of work or a B.A. degree.
Practicum students of Sociology and Psychology wel­
come to apply.
We have full and par time positions open for evening, 
weekends. Starting salary is according to experience.
Send resume or pick up application. EOE M/F / DA/
ATTN: Tammy Wayland
Human Support Services 
988 N. Market St. PO BOX 146
■  By CHRISTOPHER LITTEKIN
STAFF REPORTER
Scholarship fraud is very serious business. Many 
companies, under the guise of “scholarship assis­
tance,” specialize in fleecing unwitting students into 
parting with their money. These scam agencies 
promise free money, but invariably fail to deliver. 
The advertising methods by which these scams 
operate are cleverly concocted, yet make false 
and/or misleading statements: that millions or bil­
lions of dollars in financial aid go unclaimed each 
year, and they can help you to your share, the 
promise of free financial aid, with a small fee 
($10.00 - $400.00) paid for their assistance in locat­
ing scholarships and grants, with guarantees of suc­
cess or your money back.
Some companies offer to sell directories which 
students can use to locate scholarships offered by 
various outside sources. For the most part, the stu­
dents will be neither eligible nor qualified for these 
scholarships. Besides, this information is free, and 
any student can go to their financial aid office to see 
what is offered by way of scholarships.
One should take care to remember that, while 
there are many scholarship and financial aid ser­
vices offered, there is no guarantee that the student 
will actually receive this aid. And most money back 
guarantees come with such strict conditions that the 
requirements for such guarantees are difficult, if not 
outright impossible, to meet.
These scam agencies have been keeping the 
Federal Trade Commission busy for years; and 
while eight of these companies have been sued in 
the past year, there are many more in existence. The 
usual modus operandi, once legal action has been 
taken, is to simply change the name of the compa­
ny, relocate to another place of business, and con­
tinue in the same manner. This obviously makes it 
exceedingly difficult for federal agencies to stop
them. Therefore, the best way to avoid being 
scammed is by being informed and educated on the 
subject of scholarship fraud.
There are a few signs one should look for when 
dealing with potential money assistance agencies.
1) ‘T he scholarship is guaranteed or your money 
back.” Nothing is guaranteed, including scholar­
ships. Get refund policies in writing, before you pay 
anything.
2) “You won't find this info anywhere else.” 
Check your school or library before you pay some­
one to do it for you. Chances are you'll be able to 
find what info you need for less money, or free.
3) “May we have your credit card or bank 
account number?” Never give out these numbers 
over the phone unless you're positive of the compa­
ny's validity and integrity. You may be inadvertent­
ly setting yourself up for an unauthorized with­
drawal.
4) “We'll do all the work for you.” Don't you 
believe this. You must apply for all scholarships and 
grants on your own.
5) “This scholarship will cost some money.” 
Don't pay those who claim to be holding scholar­
ships or grants for you. Free money should not have 
to be paid for.
6) “You've been selected” or “You're a finalist” 
in a contest by some “International Foundation.” 
Before you do anything else, make sure to confirm 
that the program is legitimate.
7) Remember the old maxim: “If it seems too 
good to be true, then it probably is.” The purpose of 
business, and ultimately, education, is to profit. Ask 
yourself, “For whom does this profit?” If you stand 
to lose more than you will potentially gain, then per­
haps you should reconsider your course of action.
See SCAM page 12
« H t K I I A N
CREW
h e v .  m a n !  
T r o u t .
50% OFF any hair service
Thursday & Fridays with Jennifer
r o b e r t -d a r k
d e s i g n  i o
1 glen-ed professional park in ginger creek
692-0690
must show valid ID
Expires October 31, 1997
A Caliber System Company
The Fastest Growing Small Package & 
Delivery Co. is currently looking for 
Part-time Coordinators/Managers
with the opportunity for advancement into Full-time 
upon completion for 4 year degree. 
Responsibilities include:
-direct and train package handlers 
-administrative duties
-be able to interact with mid-level management 
You will receive benefits plus paid vacations.
Candidates with previous supervisory experience are 
encouraged to apply in person at:
RPS, Inc.
5434 Ea9,e |nc*. ct.
— I Hazelwood, MO 63042 
1-800-872-7296 ext. 6927 
/  EOE/AA
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Spumco
from page 10
“We really wanted to do a 
Shemp doll. We’d like to do a 
doll with C urly’s body and 
replaceable heads for your 
favorite replacement Stooge,” 
Smith said.
Smith was a comic book nut as 
a lad, and he grew up engrossed 
in classic Marvel comics, Jack 
Kirby-style.
“I would make up my own 
characters. I actually sold them at 
school one time. I would draw 
them on newsprint, fold them up 
and sell them for a nickel,” Smith 
said. “You’d do anything to sell a 
comic. I can’t rem em ber the 
names of all of them [my charac­
ters] ... instead of the Fantastic 
Four, we’d have the Incredible 
Eight.”
Spumco also has an impres­
sive website at 
<www.spumco.com>, that fea­
tures information about the com­
pany as well as their own serial­
ized comic strip. There is a link 
from there to Smith’s own site
Scam------------------
that has sketches by him.
Smith and Co. have been 
working together with Microsoft 
to create an on-line cartoon, 
which will be premiering soon. 
(Previews of the cartoon are now 
available at the Spumco site.)
In his spare time, not that 
there’s much left, Smith works on 
music. He, along with some 
friends, created a band and even­
tually wrote the theme song to 
“Ren and Stimpy” called the 
“Dog Pound Hop” for which 
Smith still gets residuals.
“Every now and then they’ll 
send me a check for 79 cents,” 
Smith said.
There are many dream and 
wish projects for Smith and 
Spumco to think about. He would 
like to work on short cartoons for 
movie theatres as well as a fea­
ture length cartoon based on their 
“Ripping Friends” characters. 
For now, though, Smith is content 
keeping busy and making a name 
for himself and the company.
“I spend the whole day draw­
ing and seeing how the website is 
coming along. Just drawing and 
laughing and puking our guts 
out,” Smith said.
from page 11
On a more positive note, Sallie Mae, the nation's lead­
ing source of financing for higher education, has opened a 
new website. This multi-media course, Financial Aid 101, 
can be accessed by logging on at <www.salliemae.com>. 
“The features of our newly enhanced website are geared 
directly to college students and others involved in the 
financial aid process,” Jane Trevisan said. She is vice 
president of Sallie Mae. “Financial Aid 101 is one of the 
newest features designed to make the often complex sub­
ject of paying for college easier to understand.”
The course contains five lessons on issues related to 
paying for college: 1) What is financial aid? 2) How do I 
qualify? 3) How do I apply? 4) What happens after I 
apply? and 5) What do I do if I need a loan?
In addition to being named one of the Internet's 
“Twenty-five Most Incredibly Useful Sites" by Yahoo! 
Internet Life, Sallie Mae's website has received a four-star 
rating by Magellan and a “Choice Site” citation from 
Starting Point.
Marion Smithson, director of SIUE Financial Aid 
Office, had this to say on the subject of scholarship fraud: 
“Once the student has been drawn into the scam, the uni­
versity is powerless to help them. Their only possible 
recourse is through the company itself, or the State’s 
Attorney General office Last year, we even had a classi-
fied ad running in the Alestle which was a scam. I did all 
I could to have that ad pulled from the paper. And there 
was also a case last year where a certain unmentioned stu­
dent got caught in one of these scams. She made the mis­
take of giving her bank account number, and later learned 
that they had been making unauthorized withdrawals from 
her account. There is so much financial aid information to 
be found on the web, it makes no sense to pay someone to 
look it up for you, anyway.”
To find out how to spot, stop, or report a scam, contact 
the FTC at (202) 326-3761, (202) 326-3128, or log on at 
<http://www.ftc.gov>, or call the National Fraud 
Information Center at 800-876-7060.
Midwest Regional  
Music  Festival  
wristbands go on 
sa le  S a t u r d a y
■  By COREY STULCE
LIFESTYLE EDITOR
The fifth annual M idw est 
R egional M usic Festival 
(M RM F) w ill take place 
October 16 - 19 at 15 various 
venues around St. Louis.
W ristbands, w hich give 
access to every performance, go 
on sale Saturday morning for 
$15 at Streetside Records, The 
Fox Theatre, M ississippi Nights 
and M etrotix.
The official line-up o f acts 
will be released on Sept. 8, but 
the M RM F has named some of 
the acts appearing. The bands 
Hum, Steam, Season To Risk,
Fragile Porcelain Mice, Waco 
Brothers, Styrenes, Space Age 
Palm er, and U nder the 
Influence will all appear at one 
time or another.
There are two outdoor stages 
featured this year, located on 
the Loop in U City.
There are also conferences 
involving every aspect o f music 
creation with various panelists 
participating.
The M RM F is a chance for 
the public to enjoy a wide array 
of music, as well as unsigned 
bands to get noticed and have a 
chance to m ake it out o f 
the midwest.
Mike PernickaMfesf/e
Keeping the quad safe for rock
The band Beside Myself played in the quad on Wednesday afternoon for a medi­
um sized crowd o f students. From left they are: Gary Manley on guitar, Jason 
Parker on bass guitar, Steve Manley (in the back) on drums, and Pete Huster on 
guitar and lead vocals.
M E  TACCS
While they Last
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Diana’s friends want her pal 
Elton John to sing at her funeral
LONDON (AP) —  Princess 
Diana’s friends want her rock star 
pal Elton John to be invited to 
sing at her funeral. Buckingham 
Palace officials are due to say 
later Wednesday if he’ll be asked 
to.
The Times of London reported 
Wednesday that some palace offi­
cials fear inviting John to sing 
might not set the right dignified 
tone for Saturday’s funeral in 
London’s Westminster Abbey.
But the paper reported growing 
pressure from friends of Diana, a 
keen rock fan, for John to be 
invited to sing. He is among the 
congregation that has been invit­
ed to attend the abbey service. 
The paper said Diana’s friends 
wanted a more modem element 
to be included in the traditional 
funeral format to incorporate the 
spirit of the 36-year-old princess. 
The Rev. Donald Reeves, rector 
of the church of St. James’s in
Piccadilly near St. James’s Palace 
where Diana’s body lies awaiting 
the funeral, said he backed the 
calls for John to sing.
“I hope that Elton John and some 
of the very best pop musicians 
have the opportunity to join in,” 
the Church of England rector 
said.
Last month, Diana was seen by 
millions on television with her 
arms round John, comforting him 
at the funeral of Gianni Versace, 
the Italian fashion designer slain 
by a gunman in Florida. Versace 
was a friend of both. John collab­
orated closely with Diana in her 
work for AIDS charities.
The Times said palace officials 
had been taking soundings on the 
issue from Diana’s family and 
that of her ex-husband Prince 
Charles.
Italian opera star Luciano 
Pavarotti, another of Diana’s 
friends, was quoted by The Daily
Telegraph as saying he had been 
asked by the palace to sing at her 
funeral but had to turn the invita­
tion down because he was too 
upset by her death.
The paper quoted 61-year-old 
Pavarotti, one of the world’s top 
operatic tenors, as saying in 
Pesaro, eastern Italy, where he is 
on holiday at his farmhouse 
home: " I t  has distressed me so 
much that I can’t even go to the 
funeral. I don’t have the strength 
to take myself to London.
“I am here and I cry every day. 
You can imagine what it would 
be like if I were there. 
Buckingham Palace asked me to 
come, even to sing. But I will 
send a telegram of apology.”
Pavarotti and Diana had known 
each other for more than 10 
years. They first met when she 
attended an opera in London.
Joan Lunden says ‘goodbye’ to 
‘Good Morning America’ Friday
NEW YORK (AP) —  Joan 
Lunden has only a couple of 
mornings to go after 17 years co- 
anchoring “Good Morning 
America.” That being the case, 
her viewers might ponder just 
what is the secret of her tenure 
unrivaled, as it is, in network 
morning TV.
I did. My conclusion: Her eyes. 
There’s something about her 
eyes.
Upstaged they may be by 
Lunden’s signature sunny smile. 
But when it isn’t the time to 
smile, it’s her eyes that say why, 
and maybe better than words or 
pictures could.
Joan Lunden’s eyes, when you 
connect with them, can break 
your heart.
Which they did again this week 
as she co-anchored “GMA’s” 
coverage after the death of 
Princess Diana. Lunden’s eyes 
captured the sadness her viewers 
felt.
But when Lunden sat for an 
interview a couple of weeks ago 
to discuss her getting-nearer-by- 
the-moment departure, The Smile 
was a fixture on her face.
“I will admit to you that I took 
my appointment book and found 
Sept. 5 and wrote NO MORE 
WAKEUPS!, and I’ve been 
counting down,” she said.
That unmerciful morning wake- 
up has come at 3:30 a.m. since 
before her three daughters were 
bom and her eldest, Jamie, is 17 
years old.
“They know no other way of 
life,” Lunden said with a smile. 
“I think they’re going to enjoy 
me not being tired all the time.”
Earlier this year, NBC morning 
show “Today” said good day to 
Bryant Gumbel after 15 years in a 
seamless handover of his anchor 
duties to news reader Matt Lauer.
The transition of power became 
an opportunity for “Today” to 
celebrate its own success as the 
No. 1 morning show in the rat­
ings. By contrast, ABC’s “Good 
Morning America,” which has 
trailed “Today” for almost two 
years, faces mostly uncertainty 
with the debut next Monday of 
Lunden’s successor, Lisa McRee, 
beside longtime anchor Charles 
Gibson (even Gibson’s future is 
uncertain).
Lunden allowed that she would 
have preferred her show be in the 
top spot when she left but insist­
ed its difficulties hadn’t hastened 
her departure.
“The show will have to find its 
place with viewers again,” she 
said. “But every show has its ups 
and downs, and you can’t neces­
sarily pick and choose when to 
leave.
“I’m not leaving because the 
ratings are down, but because I 
wanted off that schedule. I’m 
leaving because it’s time, maybe 
a little MORE than time. I’ve
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known for the last two years that 
I should probably move on.
“But when you’ve done some­
thing that’s so successful for so 
long, when you have this incredi­
ble seat from which to view the 
world, and you finally come off 
of it to go do something else what 
is there that’s bigger and better? 
Finding it has been a fear of 
mine, and has probably kept me 
from making a move for a 
while.”
And she looked ahead to her 
final Friday, scheduled to be a 
special Joan Lunden retrospec­
tive show, she conceded, “It’s 
going to be hard. I’m not good at 
hiding my emotions. If some­
body’s getting married, I cry even 
when I don’t know them.”
Lunden, who turns 47 in a cou­
ple of weeks, has about 18 
months left on her contract with 
ABC, where she plans to produce 
several more of her “Behind 
Closed Doors” interview spe­
cials.
Beyond that, she will take her 
sweet time considering offers 
opportunities that run the gamut, 
she says, from a syndicated day­
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Cougar hockey? You bet your ice!Rams’ fans need a dose 
of reality
♦
■  BY WAYNE FRAZER
SPORTS F.DITOR
OK, settle down. The first 
meeting of the Rams Reality 
Check Support Group is now in
session.
My name is Mike Mediocre, 
and I’ll be helping you deal with 
the feelings you’re all having 
now that the Rams are 1 -0, and in 
first place in the NFC West.
I’ve already heard some of you 
talking before the meeting about 
how different the team is, and 
how exciting it is to have a good 
football team in town.
Let’s put down our “Vermeil 
for President” signs and look 
closely at what we have in front 
of us.
The St. Louis Rams are indeed 
undefeated and in first place. This 
is after one week, people. Rome 
was not built in a day, you know.
Remember how good Steve 
Forbes looked early last year?
I read in a local paper that the 
Rams had taken everything the 
Saints had to offer in the first 
half, and stood their ground 
resiliently before coming back to 
win.
Let’s analyze that, shall we?
First off, the Saints have the 
knockout power of Kristi 
Yamaguchi. Mike Ditka is a good 
coach, but he’s saddled with bad 
players. Average as the Rams are, 
New Orleans just plain stinks.
Now, think about the first 
quarter of Sunday’s game. The 
Saints whipped the Rams all over 
the field for 20 minutes, including 
69 yards on the first two plays of 
the season. Oops.
This doesn’t sound like a 
Super Bowl team, does it?
That’s because it isn’t.
St. Louis, you have every right 
to be proud of your Rams. They 
did a good job of overcoming 
opening day jitters and hanging in 
long enough for the Saints to self- 
destruct.
They showed a decent running 
game; Tony Banks looked solid, 
and Bud Carson’s swarming 
defense took the game over in the 
second half.
Just keep in mind, there are 15 
games left in the season, and 
unfortunately, we can’t play New 
Orleans every week.
So keep your imaginations in 
check, and save those Super Bowl 
ticket requests for a few more 
weeks.
In the meantime, I think I 
overheard one of you say the 
Cardinals were still in the race?
■  BY WAYNE FRAZER
SPORTS EDITOR
Wanted: Hard skaters. Strong 
wrist shots. Quick gloved hands. 
Apply on the ice, and bring your 
stick.
In its second season, the SIUE 
Cougars Varsity Hockey Squad is 
on the hunt for more players and 
assistants to the program.
Cougars head coach and gen­
eral manager, Bill Misiak, will 
lead the team into its first season 
of sanctioned play in the 
Illinois-W isconsin Collegiate 
Hockey Association.
Although the season opener is 
just around the corner, Misiak 
said there is still room on 
the roster.
“There are players out there 
who still don’t even know we 
exist,” Misiak said. “I sat in the 
Goshen Lounge and talked to 
people who have been at this uni­
versity five years and don’t know 
about the hockey program.”
Misiak and his team are out to 
change that.
The team will hold an infor­
mational meeting today at 4 p.m. 
in the Goshen Lounge in the 
University Center for players, 
and for those interesting in help­
ing the program.
A tryout will follow from 4- 
5:30 p.m. on Monday, Sept. 8 at 
the East Alton Ice Arena.
As the team stands, Misiak 
said the talent level is Division II.
The Cougars receive no fund­
ing from the university, and play­
ers are not on scholarship. 
Coaches also cannot 
actively recruit.
This does not prevent Misiak 
from getting some of the best tal­
ent in the area.
A case in point is incoming 
freshman Mike Gerhling.
A standout for the league 
champion Edwardsville Tigers
■  BY CHRISTY PERRY
SPORTS REPORTER
If they never see Michigan 
again, it will be too soon.
It was a long trip for SIUE 
head coach, Sandy Montgomery, 
and her troops, as the Cougars 
dropped all four of their games 
on the season-opening trip to the 
Hillsdale Tournament.
Montgomery said her team 
simply did not play up to 
its capability.
“If we would have played 
halfway to our potential, we 
would have won those matches,” 
Montgomery said.
last season, Gerhling should 
move right into the lineup 
for SIUE.





4 p.m. Thursday 
Goshen Lounge 
University Center 
4-5:30 p.m. Monday 
East Alton Ice Arena 
Open Tryouts
“He is the most significant of 
the talent this year,” Misiak said. 
“He’s a two-way player, a strong 
skater who plays both ends of the 
ice.”
Having that local connection 
working means Misiak expects 
more of the youth in the area to 
show up on SIUE’s doorstep in
The Cougars, who went 23-16 
last season in only the program’s 
second year, faced Lake Superior 
State in the opener Saturday and 
fell in four games; 12-15, 10-15, 
15-5, and 0-15.
Michelle Gilman racked up 17 
kills but could not give SIUE the 
edge it needed.
Oakland University was the 
Cougars’ second foe of the 
evening. SIUE dropped the 
match 7-15, 11-15, 15-11 and 2- 
15.
Junior Julie Litteken, had 10 
kills and two service aces for the 
Cougars, but Oakland proved to 
be too much.
the near future.
“Local talent has come to the 
university specifically to play 
hockey,” Misiak said. “There will 
be many more to come.”
The hockey explosion in the 
area has made many more players 
available than in the past. Misiak 
said there are 56 high schools 
fielding teams in the immediate 
area of St. Louis.
He attributes the sudden rise 
of hockey’s popularity to one 
thing: the NHL.
“It’s going everywhere,” 
Misiak said. “I mean, they’re 
playing in Dallas, Carolina, 
Florida, Nashville. It’s crazy.” 
The Cougars play a tough 
schedule this season, including 
games against such Midwest 
powerhouses as Eastern 
Michigan, Northwestern, Indiana 
and the University of Illinois.
Last season, the team’s first, 
SIUE held its own against some 
of the biggest names in collegiate 
hockey, including a close 12-9 
loss to the Fighting Mini in the
SIUE had its chance to turn 
the tide on Sunday. The Cougars 
squared off against St. Joseph’s 
College, but lost a five-game 
match, 14-16, 15-13,8-15, 15-10. 
and 13-15.
Gilman totaled 16 kills against 
the Panthers.
The tournament closed with 
the Cougars being swept by host 
school Hillsdale 3-15, 10-15 
and 12-15.
M ontgomery said there is 
plenty of room for improvement.
“Defense has normally been 
our strong suit,” Montgomery 
said. “We normally block very 
well and dig the ball pretty well.
program’s first ever game.
Misiak said opposing coaches 
were surprised by the team.
“They couldn’t believe how 
strong we were,” Misiak said.
The team won all seven of its 
games outside of its division last 
season, and was in every game in 
the conference.
Misiak said the difference was 
conditioning.
“I didn’t even have a team a 
month before that first game,” he 
said. “We just didn’t have thé gas 
in the third period.”
M isiak brings a wealth of 
experience to the bench for the 
Cougars.
A former assistant coach at the 
U.S. Military Academy at West 
Point, Misiak has also been a 
local youth coach, wining a state 
championship in Illinois a few 
years ago.
M isiak is also a USA Ice 
Hockey Official, the highest level 
of referee in the game.
Questions can be directed to 
Misiak at 692-2159.
We didn’t do that at all. We were 
out o f sync and nothing was 
going our way.”
Even in defeat, Montgomery 
said her team put out the effort.
“They did play hard,” she 
said. “I was very happy with that, 
but we just couldn’t get anything 
going.”
SIUE will have a chance to 
change its luck when the team 
travels to Ft. Wayne, Indiana this 
weekend for more action.
Spikers start season on wrong foot
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‘Revelation From God’ stalls Gilbert contract talks
ASHBURN, Va. (AP) —  It 
would seem a couple of losses 
would be just the thing holdout 
defensive tackle Sean Gilbert 
needs to gain leverage in talks 
with the Washington Redskins. 
His agent sees it the other way.
“We want them to be 7-0,” 
agent Gus Sunseri said Tuesday. 
”lf they are 7-0, they are think­
ing, ‘We can make a run, but we 
can only do it if we get more 
solid on the defensive line.’”
Sunseri, no doubt, was putting 
the best possible spin on the 
Redskins’ 24-10 victory at 
Carolina on Sunday night. It was 
good a news-bad news outing for 
the ‘Skins defense: They gave up 
only one touchdown, but the 
Panthers rushed for 158 yards.
“Irrespective o f the points
scored, you can’t give up that 
type of yardage, and they know 
that,” Sunseri said.
“Regardless, there have been 
no talks between Sunseri and the 
Redskins since the game, and 
there’s no sign the holdout will 
end anytime soon. In fact, 
Sunseri said a “revelation from 
God” was keeping his client from 
joining the team.
“It’s over money, but it’s not 
about money. It’s a spiritual 
thing,” Sunseri said. “Sean feels 
he’s had a revelation from God 
that this should be the figure” in 
his new contract.
“Gilbert, who credits a reli­
gious conversion in 1994 for sav­
ing him from the wild lifestyle of 
his early pro years, has been 
demanding a deal worth $5 mil­
lion per year, although Sunseri” 
said Gilbert “would sit down and 
consider” $4.5 million.
The Redskins have offered 
$3.6 million over six years. Both 
sides consider the o ther’s 
demands untenable.
“They haven’t negotiated, and 
neither have we,” Sunseri said. 
“We will move when they 
move.”
Redskins general manager 
Charley Casserly’s response: 
“Our offer is a fair offer based on 
our thoughts on Sean Gilbert as a 
player.”
Gilbert missed his first week’s 
paycheck _  a minimum of 
$175,117 by sitting out Sunday’s 
game. Sunseri wouldn’t say 
directly whether he would raise 
his contract demands to compen­
sate for the lost salary, though he 
did say if Gilbert “sits out the 
whole year, he’s not going to lose 
anything.”
Gilbert was angered when the 
Redskins designated him their 
franchise player after the 1996 
season, a move which kept him 
from testing the free agent mar­
ket. The Redskins, in exchange, 
had to offer him a minimum of 
$2.8 million per year, the average 
salary of the five 
top-paid defen­
sive tackles in 
the league.
The holdout 





call-in radio show’s switchboard 
last week after a Sunseri inter­
view was broadcast, and a letter 
to The Washington Post suggest­
ed Gilbert should stay home and 
“eat coal dust.”
“It’s really irrelevant what the 
masses think per se,” Sunseri 
said. “Sean does care, but what 
he cares most is how he’s judged 
by God.”
The Alestle is looking for reporters to cover 
intramural and intercollegiate sports.
If interested contact the Office of Student 
Publications at 692-3528 or the Student 




NEW YORK (AP) —  Unseeded women to 
reach the semifinals of the U.S. Open. None 
have gone on to win the championship:
1950 — Nancy Chaffee
1954 —  Darlene Hard
1958 —  Jeanne Arth, Darlene Hard
1960 —  Donna Floyd
1962 —  Victoria Palmer
1963 —  Diedre Catt
1964 —  Carol Hanks 
1966 — Kerry Melville 
1971 —  Chris Evert 
1974 —  Julie Heldman 
1976 —  Mima Jausovec 
1997 — Venus Williams
J u s t  T h e  W e i g h  Y o u  A r e
Da t e : T u esd a y , Sep t . 10 T im e : 2 :3 0  ■ 3 :2 0  pm
H e a r d  t h e  p h r a s e  "d o n 't  ju d g e  a  b o o k  by it s  c o v e r "?
Most people have, yet it seems that opinions are often made 
about a person based on their weight rather than their personal 
qualities. Learn how to use body language, communication 
styles, clothing, and self-confidence to bring out your best 
qualities.
Event Location: Wellness Lab
Student Fitness Center (next to the big screen t.v.)
Th e  W e l ln e s s  C en te r  a t  SlUE
C a m p u s  b o x  1157  
e-m a il : w e l l n e s s @s iu e .edu 
In t e r n e t : w w w .siue .ed u /C R E C /w e l l n e s s / w e l l n e s s .h tm
CAMPUS RECREATION, STUDENT AFFAIRS
6 9 2 • B W E L
M w m d l  S p s t e  
Co-Rec 
Volleyball
Games will be played on 
Monday <& Tuesday evenings
Registration Deadline: Tuesday, Sept.9th 
Manager's Meeting: Wednesday, Sept. 10th 
(4:30pm/VC Room 2001)
Official's Meeting: Sept. 11th 
(3:00pm I SFC Conf. Room)
Games begin: Monday, Sept. 15th
Contact John Bell at 692-B-FIT 
for more information
SlUE Wellness Program • Campus Recreation, Student Affairs • 692-B-WEL
CAMPUS RECREATION
Look us up on the NET at http://www.siue.edu/CREC • Campus Recreation Division of Student Affairs
I TECH DOCTORS AND THE ELECTRONIC VILLAGE
WWW .PAPADOCS.CO
8004 Main Street, Rose, IL • 1-800-765-7772 
Mon.-Fri. 9-6:30 SAT. 9-2 CLOSED SUNDAY
E V  2 0 0 -O S  200 Mhz 6x86 32 mb RAM, 
2.0 GB HD, í h Q Q Q O O  
33.6K Modem, J H M M n  
12x CD ROM ^
EV150TD
E V 66-O S
(Includes 17'Color Monitor) 
IBM 486
DX 2/66 Mhz £  Q  Q  00  
8MB RAM 
212 mb
14 inch .28 dot pitch
Color Monitor
f o r  m o rt t \
1-800-TAX-2000
a r r i v i  Out w r t  t i l «  4 1 
n «  h r t o t « *  l o m n t t
H»R BLO C K
A A  E E O / M / f / D / V
Cad« «  100
HAB (lock  T * i V k v k m  Inc
•C o m p h t‘o n  a t  ( * •  fo w n »  '•ñor 4 of
16 RAM, 1.0 GB 






from the B .people who
Learn now  to mint m ite  
rour rax liability and keep 
'nv i* of what you earn.
Study with the nation's number one 
rax preparation firm, and you'll 
discover how  to make the tan laws 
wwk for you. You'll also learn 
nhat you need to know to begin 
earning money ai a qualified tax 
fj/cparer.* enroll in an HSU Block 
tax training course.
n
♦  P age 1 6
classifieds
T h e  A l e s t l e  Thursday, Septem ber 4, 1997 ♦
SERVICES
GETTING MARRIED? Need experi­
enced help? Full service wedding coor­
dinators. 876-9438. 9 /9 /9 7
SAVE ON long distance bills. $
. 10/min or less 24/7 Excel 
Communications. Call Sue and Jim 
288-0048. Great Beeper plans too.
9 /4 /9 7
TYPING= PAPERS, thesis, MLA-APA 
styles. Audio transcriptions available. 
344-2272. 9 /1 1 /9 7
BRAIDS, EXTENSIONS! Call Tina 
(618) 659 4922 French braids 9 /1 1 /9 7
FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOM house for rent Wood 
River. 470 Evans. $410 month c/a 
shed Sandy 656-4585. 9/4/97
Cottonwood Village III 
A partm ents
1 B e d ro o m  
E ff ic ie n c y  A p ts .
$275 deposit 
$225/m o. rent
includes trash pickup, water, and sewage 
288-3674  
U n d e r  N e w  M a n a g e m e n t
groups. Any campus organization can 
raise up to $1000 by earning a whop­
ping $5.00/VISA application. Call 1-
3-932-0528 ext 65. Qualified 
callers receive free t-shirts 1 1 /4 /9 7
FULL TIME receptionist/ secretary: 
active social service agency seeking 
person with general office skills, good 
phone voice, excellent people skills, 
Knowledge of office machines and 
computer (IBM platform, Word Perfect 
windows 3.1) Send resume to Director, 
P.O. Box 8093 Alton, IL 9 /1 1 /9 7
SPRING BREAK! Outgoing individuals- 
sell 15 and go FREE. Cancún, South 
Padre, Mazatlan, Jamaica, South 
Beach, FL. Guarenteed best prices.
1 -800-surfs-up,
www.studentexgress.com 10 /7 /9 7  
UVE-IN MOTHERS helper wanted.
Furn apt - board - telephone - cable - 
in exchange for help. Esic area.
Sandy 656-4585 9 /4 /9 7  
DRIVER WANTED for occasional trips 
toS. Louis. Call Betty 466-8491.
9 /4 /9 7 _____________________________________
MALE STUDENT in wheelchair needs 
help with personal hygiene and lunch 
six hours per week Monday, 
Wednesday, Friday 11:00am 1:00pm 
$5.00 per hour, phone (618)877-1277
9 /4 /9 7 ____________________________
EARN UP to $15.00/hr. Pizza World 
now hiring day drivers. Apply within, 
3012 Route 159 Glencarbon next to 
Blockbuster. 9 /1 6 /9 7
FOR SALE
USED BOOKS at bargain prices. Good 
Buy Bookstore, Lovejoy Library Room 
0012, Wednesday and Thursday 
11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Sponsored by 
Friends of Lovejoy Library. 12/4/97
1987 MAZDA runs well AM /FM  cass. 
At clean $2000 obo 659-0203.
9 /2 5 /9 7
FLEETWOOD MAC 2 tickets floor sec­
tion c row 39 Keil Center Nov. 17 
$150.00 each (618) 257-9323 9 /9 /9 7
ROOMMATES
FEMALE WANTED to share 3 bedroom 
duplex in Glen Carbon. 288-6956
9 /4 /9 7
ROOMMATE WANTED female n/s in 
Edwardsville 5 min from SIUE 
$237.50.mo. Call Anne 659-9622
9 /4 /9 7
HELP WANTED
FREE T-SHIRTS + $1000 Credit Card 
fundraisers for fraternities, sororities, &






The Winners of the 
Dept, of Theater & Dance 
Welcome Week Drawing
PERSONALS
WELCOME BACK to all my beautiful 
sorors of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority 
Inc. Tish
THE LADIES of Alpha Kappa Alpha 
Sorority Inc. would like to thank every­
one that supported our Welcome Back 
chat.
O N  THURSDAY Sep. 4 1997 
Organization of Minority Buisness 
Students will be having their first meet­
ing. The meeting will be held in the 
Missouri room at 5:15 p.m.
CONTINUE THE night with the Zeta's at 
the party after the Neophyte. Please 
get there before 12:30 a.m. or the
doors will close. _____
COME EXPERIENCE the divinity of the 
Dove at the Zetaship 4-real's Neophyte
September 5th at 7:20 p.m.________
THE MEN of AOA would like to say to 
those who wish to disrespect our broth­
er, Marcus Webb. It will not be tolerat­
ed PERIOD.
THE MEN of A<!>A would like to thank 
all of the fraternities and sororities for 
all your love and support during the 
loss of our brother.
roberklark.
d e s ig n  s tu d io
Seeking Part-time 
Receptionist to fill in 
evening hours.
Tues, Wed, & Thurs. 
4:30 - 8:30 p.m.
Call Rob to 
schedule an interview 
692-3514
C m y  SfeeiM m  hw
Monday Night Football




41. tV  HottU*
EVERY I  “WICKED WDENESDAY”
WED I  Tossin Ted &  Pro Jocks /  50 cent Draft Nifiht
LOCAL GOLF course needs morning 
cart personnel and golf shop atten­
dees. Previous course experience nec­
essary for golf shop. Send resume with 
phone number to: Fox Creek 6555 Fox 
Creek Drive Edwardsville, IL 62025 
9 /1 6 /9 7
TUTOR 120 Math Algebra $6.00 per 
hr. on campus - (618) 659-4922
TUTOR I need a tutor to work with my 
daughters 3rd and 6th grade math. 
Must have experience with working 
with children with plenty of patience. 
$10.00 per hour. Tina (618) 659- 
4922 9 /9 /9 7
#1 CAMPUS FUNDRAISER raise all the 
money your group needs by sponsor­
ing a VISA Fundraiser on your campus. 
No investment & very little time need­
ed. There's no obligation, so why not 
call for information today. Call 
1 -800-323-8454 x 95. 11/13/97
$1500 WEEKLY potential mailing our 
circulars. Free information Call 
(410) 783-8272 9/30/97 
NURSEY NEEDS laborer salesperson 
part time flexible hours. Florissant,





1/2 OFF COVER WITH COLLEGE I.D.
POINT LIVE BROADCAST




1  m i M U Ê Ê V iïl 
Soul Kiss
Sponsored by Hollywood Tan 2884560 First Tan Free
QU IET RIOT with SUMMIT
Sponsored by Midwest Motor Sports & 
Brewster’s Coffee
Placing a classified ad
frequency Rates
(For billing pu rp oses, five (5) 
w ords equ al one line)
All c la ssifie d s and person als must 
be paid in full prior to  publication.
1 run : $ 1 . 0 0 / l in e  5  runs: $ .9 0 / l l n e  
(2  lin e m inim um ) 2 0  runs: $ .8 / l in e  
3  ru n s: $ . 9 5 / l l n e  P e rso n a ls : $ .5 0
Deadlines
Tuesday Publication: Noon Friday 
Thursday Publication: Noon Tuesday
t h e .
Office Hours
Monday thru Friday: 8am - 4 :30pm
Adjustments
P le a s e  read  yo u r ad  on th e  f ir st  day it 
a p p e a rs . If you  can n o t find  yo u r ad  o r d isco v­
e r  an e rro r  in your a d , ca ll 6 9 2 - 3 5 2 8  or com e 
in to  th e  o ffice . P o s itiv e ly  no a llo w an ce  m ade 
fo r  e rro rs  a fte r  th e  fir st  in sertio n  o f a d v e rtise ­
m en t. No a llo w a n ce  o f co rrectio n  will b e  m ade 
w ithout a  re ce ip t.
Placing Ads To p la c e  a c la ss ifie d  ad , 
co m e to  th e  O ffice  o f  S tu d en t P u b licatio n s, 
lo c a te d  in th e  UC, Rm 2 0 2 2 ,  and fill out a  clas­
sifie d s  form .
6923528
dioLLgwood ★  Tai
■Sii 2 8 8 -4 5 6 1
n IjLÿ' 
)





Member of Professional 




...dedicated to making YOU look good!
Basketball Referees
Needed for Youth 
Basketball League 







, t v  t







CIVIC R ESPO N SIBILIT Y  & 
CITIZEN SH IP  (02)
Gordon Bush 
Mayor vf/
Mayor of East St. Louis
Sept. 16 
2:00pm
EFFECTIVE M EETIN GS (13)
David Heth




CO M M U N ITY SERVICE: 
O PPO RTU N ITIES &
RESPO N SIBILITIES (03)
Jane Angelis
Director ^  f
Illinois Intergenerational Initiative
siuc , k 'îV ’ ¿s
Modules are held in the Mtssissippi-lllinois Room unless otherwise indicated.
SLDP Reminders...
SIGN UP N0WII!
SEPTEMBER 6, DAY OF CARING ACTION! DAY
SEPTEMBER 9 IMAGE
(ORIENTATION TO SLDP 7 Career 
Development Center SERVICES)
SEPTEMBER 10 SEVEN HABITS FOR 
HIGHLY EFFECTIVE PEOPLE
SEPTEMBER 13 HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
SEPTEMBER 24 PATHWAYS TO HARMONY
For more information call the 
Kim m el Leadership Center (618) 692-2686 
For more information call the 
Kimmel Leadership Center (618) 692-2686.
